
Midcontinental Melee 03 Feb 1996 
Questions by Wichita State University 

TOSS-UPS 

1. This composer was born in New York City in 1900. He composed 
film scores, two operas, and three symphonies. FTP, identify 
this man, whose compositions tapped a deep vein of American 
tradition and folk music, as in the ballets "Billy the Kid" and 
"Appalachian Spring." 

Answer: Aaron _Copland_ 

2. This man, who is in his 70s, overweight, and diabetic, 
suffered a stroke in November of 1995. Afterwards he temporarily 
handed ruling authority over to his half brother Crown Prince 
Abdullah. FTP, identify this man responsible for leading Saudi 
Arabia on its pro-American course. 

Answer: King _Fahd_ 

3. This nation has an equatorial climate in its south, while 
having a tropical monsoon climate in its north. Agriculture is 
the most important economic activity in the nation, and it is the 
world's third largest supplier of tin and the second largest 
supplier of tungsten . FTP, identify the nation, which is 
bordered by Malaysia, Myanmar, Laos, and Cambodia. 

Answer: _ Thailand_ 

4. This English nurse dies at the close of the book that has 
long been considered the definitive American novel of World War 
I--and the definitive antiwar novel. Set on the Italian front in 
the closing days of the war, "A Farewell to Arms" by Ernest 
Hemingway tells of the tragic love affair involving Frederic 
Henry, a wounded American ambulance driver. FTP, identify the 
English nurse who Henry loves. 

Answer: _Catherine Barkley_ (If response is Catherine Henry, 
prompt for maiden name) 

5. This man is the son of a famed civil rights leader who twice 
ran for president. FTP, name this man, who in December 1995 was 
elected to Congress in the second congressional district of 
Illinois, replacing Mel Reynolds. 

Answer: _Jesse Jackson Jr._ 

6. This group represented a movement in the American Revolution 
that created the state of Vermont from territory disputed between 
New York and New Hampshire. They took their name from a mountain 
range in Vermont. For ten points, identify this group, which was 
led by Ethan Allen and captured Ticonderoga in 1775. 



Answer: _Green Mountain Boys_ 

7. This term represents a broad-based discipline which includes 
information, message, and noise theories. It is based on a Greek 
word meaning 'steersman', and was coined in the 1940s by Norbert 
Wiener (WEEN-er). FTP, name the term, which represents the 
theoretical study of control processes in electronic, mechanical, 
and biological systems. 

Answer: _Cybernetics_ 

8. This man was born in 1908 in Natchez, Mississippi. In 1935, 
be began to work on the Federal Writers' Project, and he won his 
first success with "Uncle Tom's Children" in 1938. FTP, identify 
this novelist, whose works include "The Outsider", "Black Boy", 
and "Native Son". 

Answer: Richard _WrighC 

9. This statesman lived from 1921 until 1992. In 1989, 
following a popular uprising, he was elected chairman of the 
Czechoslovak parliament. FTP, name this man, whose 
liberalization policy as first secretary of the Communist party 
in 1968 led to the occupation of Czechoslovakia by Soviet forces. 

Answer: Alexander _Dubcek_ (DUB-chek) 

10. Surely you are well aware that the letter A is the first 
letter of the English alphabet, but, FTP, identify the first 
letter of the Hebrew alphabet. 

Answer: _Aleph_ (also accept: alef) 

11. This American pop singer and songwriter was born in Texas in 
1936, died in 1988, and was noted for his operatic ballad style. 
His last album, "Mystery Girl", was a posthumous success. FTP, 
identify the singer whose biggest hit was "Oh, Pretty Woman". 

Answer: Roy _Orbison_ 

12. It was natural to see this son of an English naval hero enter 
Oxford; it was less common to find him suspended for 
nonconformist sympathies. He was determined to struggle for a 
more tolerant government in England on behalf of the Society of 
Friends. FTP, identify this Quaker who in 1681 accepted a grant 
of American land in lieu of payment of debts owed his family. 

Answer: William Penn_ 

13. When this city was founded the city plan called for an 
emphasis on the four neighborhoods flanking the main street 
rather than a central focus. During the American Revolution it 
was held by the British from 1778 until 1782, and it was captured 



during the Civil War by General Sherman in 1864. FTP, identify 
the coastal Georgia city founded by James Oglethorpe in 1733. 

Answer: _Savannah_ 

14. Long enjoyed as an after-dinner drink, this is also widely 
used in mixed drinks and cooking. It is distilled from fermented 
fruit, sometimes aged in oak casks, and usually bottled at 80 
proof. FTP, name this drink, whose most well known variety is 
cognac. 

Answer: _Brandy_ 

15. This American-born English physicist spied for the British in 
the American Revolution, and was forced to flee America in 1776. 
He traveled to Europe, and was created a Count of the Holy Roman 
Empire in 1791. FTP, identify the man who theorized that heat is 
a mode of motion, not substance. 

Answer: Count Benjamin Thompson _Rumford_ 

16. This western European nation finished in third place at the 
1986 World Cup in Mexico, led by its star player Michael Platini 
(plah-TEE-nee). FTP, identify this nation, which will host the 
1998 World Cup despite the fact that they failed to qualify for 
the 1990 and 1994 World Cups. 

Answer: France_ 

17. This psychological theory holds that automatic, peripheral 
responses, such as a palpitating heart, precede the experience of 
emotion, and that the conscious aspect of emotion arises later, 
when the brain observes these responses. FTP, identify this 
theory, named after a famous American philosopher and a Danish 
physician who held a similar view. 

Answer: _James-Lange Theory_ 

18. This 1991 film is the only movie since 1980 to win Academy 
Awards for Best Film, Best Actor, and Best Actress. Its director 
was Jonathan Demme. FTP, identify the film starring Anthony 
Hopkins and Jodie Foster. 

Answer: The _Silence of the Lambs_ 

19. This figure from Machiavelli's "The Prince" was born in 1476 
and was a brilliant general and administrator, who succeeded his 
brother as Captain-General of the Church. Machiavelli uses him 
to illustrate the problems that private citizens have in 
maintaining power. FTP, identify this son of Pope Alexander VI 
who, according to Machiavelli, failed only because his father 
died too soon. 

Answer: _Cesare Borgia_ [BAWR-guh] 



20. This man was born in approximately 1208 in France. In 1238 
he married the youngest sister of the English king, Henry III. 
Later he would become the leader of the barons in their 
opposition to the king. FTP, name this man, who was defeated by 
the king's army and died at Evesham in 1265. 

Answer: Simon de _MontforC (If answer given is Earl of 
Leicester, ask to be more specific) 

21. This 19th Century British man of letters once said, "There is 
a great discovery still to be made in literature, that of paying 
literary men by the quantity they do not write. " FTP, identify 
this author of works such as "Sartor Resartus" as well as studies 
on the French Revolution and Frederick the Great. 

Answer: Thomas _Carlyle_ 

22. This Dutch painter was born in Delft in 1632. He painted 
small, detailed domestic interiors, notable for their use of 
perspective and treatment of the various tones of daylight. FTP, 
identify the artist of works such as the "Allegory of Painting" 
and "Woman Reading a Letter". 

Answer: Jan _ Vermeer_ 

23. This English chemist was born in Eaglesfield in 1766. In 
1794 he published the first major study of co\orblindness, an 
affliction he had. FTP, identify the first man to propose the 
existence of atoms. 

Answer: John _Dalton 

24. Doubtless as you are all sitting close together, you are 
feeling a sense of nearness, or propinquity, (preh-PING-kwi-tee) 
towards your teammates. FTP, spell propinquity. 

Answer: P-R-O-P-I-N-Q-U-I-T -Y 

25. This sociological principle was implemented to explain why 
bureaucratic employees often appear busier than they should be. 
It is named after an English writer known for his serio-comic 
tilt at bureaucratic malpractices subtitled "The Pursuit of 
Progress". FTP, identify the principle that states: "Work 
expands to fill the time available for its completion." 

Answer: Parkinson's Law_ 

26. In running for president, this man says, "I offer an 
alternative that can't easily be ignored." Democrats view his 
candidacy with suspicion, believing that he may siphon off enough 
votes from President Clinton to let the Republicans carry 
California in November. FTP, identify this candidate for the 
Green Party's presidential nomination who is also a well known 



consumer advocate. 

Answer: Ralph _Nader_ 

27. This ancient city in central Palestine is according to 
tradition the burial site of st. John the Baptist. The city was 
built in the early 9th century B.C. by King Omri as the capital 
of the northern kingdom of Israel, and fell to the Assyrians in 
721 B.C. FTP, identify the city that gave its name to the 
colonists forced to settle there who adopted Judaism, but 
rejected most sacred books. 

Answer: _Samaria_ 

28. This recent NHL expansion team has been a perennial loser 
since their inception. FTP, identify the team, whose new 
stadium, The Paladium, seats some 8,000 more than the Ottawa 
Civic Center. 

Answer: Ottawa _Senators_ 

29. This presidential candidate disillusioned many of his 
supporters by his confused response to revelations that his 
running mate, Senator Thomas Eagleton, had undergone treatment 
for an emotional disturbance. He first announced that he 
supported Eagleton "1,000 percent," then suddenly dropped him 
from the ticket in favor of Sargent Shriver. FTP, identify this 
South Dakota senator who lost his 20th Century election in a 
landslide. 

Answer: George S. _McGovern_ 

30. This man married Mildred Trouillot, a New York born Haitian 
attorney, on January 20, 1996. During the wedding ceremony the 
couple made a point of reaffirming their commitment to champion 
the cause of Haiti's poor. FTP, identify this man, who will hand 
over power to President-elect Rene Preval on February 7. 

Answer: Jean-Bertrand _Aristide_ 

31. This relatively common disorder affects about 1 % of the 
population. It usually appears in late adolescence or early 
adulthood, and it has been estimated that half of all the 
hospitalized mentally ill suffer from this behavioral disorder. 
FTP, identify this illness, characterized by withdrawal from 
reality with highly variable accompanying affective, behavioral, 
and intellectual disturbances. 

Answer: _Schizophrenia_ BONUS 
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BQ\JUSES 

1. 25 POINT BONUS 
Given the five following cities, put them in order from highest 
to lowest in terms of average high temperature in the month of 
April: Hong Kong, Paris, Sydney, Tokyo, Vienna. 

2. 20 POINT BONUS 
This organization, with $3 million in debts and only $22,000 on 
hand, apparently played its going-out-of-business concert on 
Sunday, January 14. According to the Associated Press, its board 
failed to raise $2 million last year during a lengthy emergency 
appeal. For twenty points, identify this organization, which is 
the symphony of the nation's sixth largest city. 

Answer: _San Diego Symphony_ Orchestra 

3.20 POINT BONUS 
This man once said, "A new philosophy generally means in practice 
the praise of some old vice ." He was a critic, novelist, and 
poet, born in London in 1874. The amiable detective-priest who 
brought him popularity with a wider public first appeared in "The 
Innocence of Father Brown". For twenty points identify this man 
who became a Catholic in 1922 and thereafter wrote mainly on 
religious topics . 

Answer: G. K. _Chesterton_ 

4. 30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the scientific figures from the clues provided for ten 
points each. 

A. This German physicist's main work was on electromagnetic 
waves, and he discovered radio waves. 

Answer: Heinrich _Hertz_ 

B. This German theoretical physicist's work on the second law of thermodynamics and blackbody 
radiation led him to abandon classical Newtonian principles and introduce the quantum theory. 

Answer: Max _Planck_ 

C. This English chemist and clergyman is best known for his 
research into the chemistry of gases, and his discovery of oxygen. 

Answer: Joseph _Priestley_ 

5. 25 POINT BONUS 
According to the 1990 Census, the five largest cities in the 



United States are New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, and 
Philadelphia. For five points each, identify, in order, the five 
largest cities in the U.S. according to the 1830 Census. 

Answer: _New York_, _Baltimore_, _Philadelphia_, _Boston_, _New 
Orleans_ 

6. 30 POINT BONUS 
Let's take a moment to find out just how closely you have been 
paying attention to news reports from Chechnya. Answer the 
following questions for ten points each. 

A. This man led a hostage raid in January 1996 and managed 
to take dozens of hostages with him back into Chechnya; he 
also is described as a close relative of the Chechen rebel 
leader. 

Answer: Salman _Raduyev_ 

B. This man is the Chechen rebel leader. 

Answer: Dzhokar _Dudayev_ 

C. This neighboring Russian republic was the scene of 
January's raid. 

Answer: _Dagestan_ 

7.25 POINT BONUS 
Given the British Equivalent, identify the Metric unit of measure 
for five points each. 

A. 0.176 pint 

Answer: 1 Deciliter_ 

B. 0.394 inch 

Answer: 1 centimeter_ 

C. 0.061 cubic inches 

Answer: 1 cubic centimeter_ 

D. 2.471 acres 

Answer: 1 hectare_ 

E. 2.205 pounds 

Answer: _1 kilogram_ 

8. 30 POINT BONUS 
The etymology of the word "escape" can be traced back to Latin, 



but after this question you'll swear its Greek. For ten points 
each, identify these individuals associated with escapes in Greek 
mythology. 

A. She was a nymph who was changed into a laurel tree to 
escape from Appolo's amorous pursuit. 

Answer: _Daphne_ 

B. He was the son of Daedalus, who with his father escaped 
from the labyrinth with wings of feathers fastened with wax. 

He plunged to his death when he flew too near the Sun and the wax melted. 

Answer: Icarus_ 

C. He was a son of Poseidon and a Cyclops, who imprisoned 
Odysseus and his companions in his cave on their homeward 
journey, and was finally blinded by them before they 

escaped. 

Answer: _Polyphemus_ 

9. 30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the following figures from the French Revolution for 10 
points each. 

A. His defense of democratic principles made him popular in 
Paris, while his indifference won him the nickname "the Incorruptible". He was guillotined in 

1794 as a scapegoat for the Reign of Terror. 

Answer: Maximilien Francois Marie Isidore de _Robespierre_ 

B. As Bishop of Autun from 1789-91 he supported moderate reform, but fled during the Reign of 
Terror. He was foreign 

minister for the Directory and Napoleon, and represented France at the Conference of Vienna in 
1815. 

Answer: Charles Maurice de _Talleyrand_ 

C. He was a revolutionary leader and journalist who was elected in 1792 to the National 
Convention, where he carried 

on a long struggle with the Girondins, ending with their overthrow in May 1793. In July 1793 he 
was murdered by Charlotte Corday. 

Answer: Jean Paul _MaraC 

10.30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the author with the clues provided, on a 30-20-10 basis. 

30: In 1302, he was convicted in absentia of misapplication of public money, and sentenced first 
to a fine 
and then to death. He escaped from Florence and spent the 
remainder of his life in exile. 



20: His love for Beatrice Portinari, as described in "New Life", survived her marriage to another 
and her death in 1290. 

10: His masterpiece is an epic account in three parts of his journey through Hell, Purgatory, and 
Paradise, during which he is guided part of the way by the poet Virgil. 

Answer: _Oante_ Alighieri 

11. 30 POINT BONUS 
It probably comes as no surprise to you that Senator Bob Dole has 
generated more money for his presidential campaign from New York 
and Washington than any other cities. For ten points each, 
identify the next three cities that have contributed the most to 
the Dole campaign according to the Associated Press. 

12.20 POINT BONUS 
Given the definition, identify the sociological terms for ten 
points each. 

A. This term means the spread of traits from one society to 
another. 

Answer: Oiffusion_ 

B. This term means the coexistence of different racial or ethnic groups, each of which retains its 
own cultural identify and social structural networks, while participating equally in the economic 
and political systems. 

Answer: Pluralism_ 

13. 20 POINT BONUS 
According to "Variety" magazine, the five top-grossing films of 
all time are "E.T.", "Jurassic Park", "Star Wars", "The Lion 
King", and "Forrest Gump". However, when adjusted for inflation, 
"Star Wars" is the only film that stays in the top five. For 
five points each, identify the other four films in the top five. 

Answer: _"Gone With the Wind"_, _"Snow White and the Seven 
Owarfs"_, _"The Sound of Music"_, _"Jaws"_ 

14.25 POINT BONUS 
One of the loudest cheers during Richard Nixon's acceptance 
speech at the 1968 Republican Convention greeted his pledge to 
change the composition of the Supreme Court. For five points 
each, with a five point bonus for getting all four right, 
identify these supreme court appointees of Richard Nixon. 

A. This federal appeals court judge was selected in 1969 
to replace Earl Warren as chief justice. 

Answer: Warren _Burger_ 



B. This moderate jurist from Minnesota was selected in 
1970 after two nominees before him had been rejected by the 
Senate, and served for 24 years. 

Answer: Harry A. _Blackmun_ 

C. This respected Virginia judge was nominated in 1971 and 
served 15 years, before retiring and being replaced by Anthony 
Kennedy. 

Answer: Lewis F. _PowelL Jr. 

D. This member of the Nixon Justice Department was 
nominated in 1971 and after the retirement of Warren Burger 
became Chief Justice. 

Answer: William H. _RehnquisC 

15.30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the athlete from the clues provided on a 30-20-10 basis. 

30: She won the 1950 U.S. Women's Open at Rolling Hills Country Club in Wichita. 

20: At the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics she won a silver medal 
in the high jump, and golds in the 80 meter hurdles and the javelin throw. 

10: The Associated Press named her Female Athlete of the Year six times; she was the nation's 
leading female sports star for more than three decades. Many consider her the greatest woman in 
the history of American sports. 

Answer: Mildred "Babe" _Didrikson_ Zaharias (also accept 
Zaharias by itself) 

16.25 POINT BONUS 
In the Middle Ages, the term "art" was used to signify a branch 
of learning which was regarded as an instrument of knowledge. 
The seven liberal arts consisted of the trivium and the 
quadrivium. The trivium was made up of grammar, logic, and 
rhetoric. For five points each, with a five point bonus for 
getting all five right, identify the four parts of the 
quadrivium. 

17.20 POINT BONUS 
Given the island, name the nation of which the island is a part. 

A. Baffin Island 

Answer: _ Canada_ 

B. South Island 

Answer: _New Zealand_ 



C. Mindanao 

Answer: _Phillipines_ 

D. Sakhalin 

Answer: Russia_ 

18.20 POINT BONUS 
These two men were both born on January 31, 1941. One is a 
Spanish operatic tenor known for playing Don Jose in "Carmen", 
Canio in "Pagliacci", and Pinkerton in "Madame Butterfly". The 
other is a Democratic Congressman who is the minority leader of 
the U.S. House of Representatives. For ten points each, name 
both of these men. 

Answer: Placido _Domingo_ and Richard _GephardC 

19.30 POINT BONUS 
Have your pen and paper ready. The radius of a given sphere is 
0.60 meters +/- 0.02 meters. For ten points each, answer the 
following. 

A. The volume of the sphere. 

Answer: _0.90 cubic meters 

B. The percent error. 

Answer: 10% 

C. The amount of possible error. 

Answer: _0.09 cubic meters_ 

20.30 POINT BONUS 
Ross Perot's 19% of the vote in the 1992 Presidential election 
was the highest percentage for a third party candidate since 
Teddy Roosevelt won 28% as a Progressive in 1912. Although Perot 
failed to carry any states, for five points each, name the six 
states in which Perot won at least one county. Do not include 
Alaska, which votes by electoral district rather than counties. 

Answer: _Maine_, _ Texas_, _Kansas_, _Colorado_, _California_, 
_Nevada_ 

21. 25 POINT BONUS 
I n January 1996, the government of this nation said it will 
propose legislation imposing sentences of up to two years for 
carrying a knife without a good reason. This is in response to 
the stabbing death of a school headmaster on December 15, 1995, 
in which he tried to protect a pupil from attack by a gang. For 
twenty-five points, identify the nation, where over 37,000 knives 



have been surrendered in a month-long campaign to make the 
country safer. 

Answer: _England_ (also accept U.K., Great Britain) 

22. 20 POINT BONUS 
Of the 30 largest mountains in the world, only two are not in 
Asia. For ten points apiece, identify these South American 
giants with an elevation of over 22,000 feet. 

Answer: _Aconcagua_ [akon-KAG-wa] and _Ojos del Salado_ [OH-khohs thel sa-LA-thoh] 

23. 20 POINT BONUS 
Identify the following characters from the description provided 
from the Stephen Crane novel, "The Red Badge of Courage". 

A. The main character, who successfully searches for self
identity and maturity during the period just before and 
during the Battle of Chancellorsville in the Civil War. 

Answer: _Henry Fleming_ 

B. This character foreshadowed Fleming's pending maturity, 
as he starts the book spreading rumors of the pending 
battle, but dies courageously from wounds suffered in the 
battle. 

Answer: _Jim Conklin 

24.30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the following about a famous boxing incident of November 
8, 1980, for ten points each. 

A. The boxer who made the phrase, "no mas", famous. 

Answer: Roberto _Duran_ 

B. The boxer Duran was fighting. 

Answer: Sugar Ray _Leonard_ 

C. The city in which the bout took place. 

Answer: _New Orleans_ 

25. 30 POINT BONUS 
The will of newspaper proprietor Joseph Pulitzer established the 
annual Pulitzer Prizes in the fields of literature, drama, 
history, music, and journalism. Given the work, identify the 
Pulitzer winning author from the 1980s for ten points each. 

A. "Beloved" 



Answer: Toni _Morrison 

B. "Ironweed" 

Answer: William _Kennedy_ 

C. "A Confederacy of Dunces" 

Answer: John Kennedy _ T oole_ 

26.30 POINT BONUS 
It doesn't have to be Halloween to show that you know something 
about skeletons. For ten points each, identify these terms 
relating to the skeletal system. 

A. The fibrous connective-tissue sheath that covers all 
bones. 

Answer: Periosteum 

B. The protein fibers of collagen secreted by the primitive 
cells of the skeleton of the young embryo. 

Answer: Fibroblasts_ 

C. The specialized living cells that produce bone. 

Answer: _Osteocytes_ 

27. 20 POINT BONUS 
The list of former stars of the TV show "Beverly Hills, 90210" is 
almost as long as the list of current stars. For five points 
each, with a five point bonus for getting all of them right, I'll 
give you the former character's name, and you give me the name of 
the actor or actress. 

A. Andrea Zuckerman 

Answer: Gabrielle _Carteris_ 

B. Dylan McKay 

Answer: Luke _Perry_ 

C. Brenda Walsh 

Answer: Shannon _Doherty_ 

28.20 POINT BONUS 
Dyslexia, a learning disability that is often inherited, affects 
an estimated 15 out of 100 schoolchildren. For ten points each, 
identify these famous dyslexics. 

A. Although he could read, he never learned how to spell. 



Spelling errors in tales such as "The Emperor's New Clothes" 
were corrected by his publisher. 

Answer: Hans Christian _Anderson 

B. This actor was singled out by his peers, and sought to 
prove himself in sports, but an injury sidelined him, and he 

found an alternative outlet in acting. In 1992 he caused a 
stir in the medical community by stating that his dyslexia 

had been "cured" by Scientology. 

Answer: Tom _Cruise_ 

29.20 POINT BONUS 
Identify the composer from the work provided. 20 points for a 
correct answer on the first clue, and 10 points on the second 
clue. 

A. Tales of Hoffmann 

B. Orpheus in the Underworld 

Answer: Jacques _Offenbach_ 


